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iiwhich achieves beneﬁcial transmit diversity and enhances the robustness of a SM aided MIMO system.
By examining the various schemes investigated throughout Chapter 3 to Chapter 6, our ﬁve-step
guidelines conceived for the design of closed-loop MIMO systems using limited feedback are sum-
marised as follows. The ﬁrst step is to design appropriate transmit preprocessing schemes under the
assumption of having perfect CSIT. Then, the second step is to determine the speciﬁc type of the required
feedback information, whose entropy has to be as low as possible. Next we design an efﬁcient quan-
tiser based on the statistical properties of the required feedback information. The distortion metric of the
quantiser may be the conventional MSE metric, but the employment of a direct data-link-performance
related metric is preferable. Moreover, the fourth step is to improve the efﬁciency and robustness of the
quantiser by employing conventional source compression. Finally, the ﬁfth step is the joint optimisation
of the data transmission link and the CSI feedback link based on the ultimate target performance metric.
This thesis is concentrated on a Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) cellular communication scenario
using digitalized feedback information, where the Mobile Terminals (MTs) estimate the Down-Link (DL)
channel, quantise and feed back the required information to the Base Station (BS) using a bandwidth-
limited feedback link, and the BS reconstructs the received CSI feedback information for the sake of
throughput or integrity improving the DL transmission. Moreover, the wireless channels are assumed to
be slow frequency-ﬂat/narrow-band Rayleigh fading channels. They are mostly assumed to be spatially
independent. The scenario of having spatial correlation and Line Of Sight (LOS) transmissions are also
considered. Furthermore, both the achievable capacity and the BER performance are evaluated. Iterative
decoding is employed in conjunction with channel coding in order to approach the achievable capacity
and improve the BER performance.
ivdRx Distance between adjacent receive antennas
dAPM
Tx The Euclidean distance of the APM modulated symbols before transmission
dAPM
Rx The Euclidean distance of the APM modulated symbols after transmission over a
noise-free fading channel
dSSK
Rx The Euclidean distance of the SSK modulated symbols after transmission over a
noise-free fading channel
dv The degree of a variable node for rateless code
dc The degree of a check node for rateless code
Dc Maximal check degree
ETx Transmit energy
Eb Energy ber bit
Es Energy ber symbol
|E| The number of edges of a rateless code
fc Carrier frequency
fdm Maximum Doppler frequency
fdm−norm Normalized maximum Doppler frequency
F Number of legitimate combination of an LDC coded transmission signal vector
h Channel impulse response
|h| Channel envelope
Imax The maximum number of decoder iterations
Iavg The averaged number of iterations required
K Total number of users
M Modulation level
NTx Number of transmit antennas
NRx Number of receive antennas
Ns Number of independent data streams
N0 Variance of Gaussian noise
Np Number of pilot symbols
Na Number of input information bits
Nc Number of channel encoded information bits
NE Number of non-zero power allocation values
Nts Number of symbol intervals in an observed transmission block
NQ Number of quantizers employed
pij Pilot symbol
Q Quantization codebook
|Q| Quantization codebook size, the total number of codewords
Rs Symbol rate in Bound
Rb Bit rate in bit/second
rc Channel coding rate
Rf Frame rate in frame/second
TC Coherent time
TS Signal symbol duration
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